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We have recently investigateJ-an off-shell, crossing symmetric bootstrap equation for the vertex functi:on coupling three composite hadrons. This nonlinear equation treats the constituents of a composite particle as, themselves, composite, and bootstraps the ent.ir€ vertex function rather than just the coupling constant. He obtained the general res'.llt t.hat a vertex function connecting three legs 'ilith momenta Pl' P2' p? is given (up to an undetermined -) polynomial) by ,.., e -aJ-p;2P22Pl"
(1) 2 2 in the asymptotic Hmit in 1-Thich '.:>ne or more of the invariants Pl ,P2 and 2 P3 approach infinity.
The prediction that this model makes, therefore, for the nucleon electromagnetic form factor is apparently (2) is not an adequate description of the form fc,;:!tor. In fact, if one plotA (sec Fig. 1 ) GH(t) against (-t )1/2, one notices that the date.. out to t = -4(Bev/c)2 is well described by an exponential,3 but then decreases less rapidly. In this note, 1'Te shall suggest an explanation for this behavior.
Let us look at a particular tvTo-photon exchange graph, shown in Fig. 2 , in ,-rhich the two photon-nucleon vertices are connected by a one-particle inte:.'mediftte state. Hhile the contribution of this graph to the scattering amplitude is smaller by an approximate factor of the fine structure constant, . .
where the momentum varia.bles are defined in Fig. 2 . We have used Eq. The crucial point is that in the integration over q', when the virtual mass of the one-particle intermediate state, vlith momentum p-q', vanishes, then the exponent in the integrand also vanishes. By the method of steepest desc~nt, this implies that the integral around the closed loop will be dominated, in the limit Iq21 ~~, by the integration over the hyperboloid (p_q,)2 = 0, and the leading term in the asymptotic limit of Eq. (3) will decrease like a pOlITer,. rather than an exponential, in r-t. 4 A similar result holds for the graph with crossed photons.
We therefore obtain the approximate, large momentum transfer electroh proton scattering amplitude (neglecting s dependence)
where Pl(t) and P 2 (t) are undetermined polynomials or inverses of polynomials.
It is clear from Eq. Let us set ~l(t) equalto a constant, c, for simplicity, and take the parameters ~ and c directly from the exponential fit in Fig. (1) .. Then we expect the form factor to behave lilte
Calculating the discrepancy between the experlinental data for ~(t) and the exponential term, alone, ue find that the maximum value of the last term in Eq. (5) must be ~ 5 x 10-3 which is i~deed of order a. For large t, P2(t) ~ It 1-1 is consistent ,'lith the data, but we have not attempted a detailed fit due to the ambiguities in Eg. (4).
The prediction that tilo-photon exchange effects may actually dominate can be dramatically tested in large momentwn transfer e+p scattering, provided that the second term in Eq. (4) has an appreciable real part. The momentum transfer t ~ -10(Bev/c)2 should be a good one to look for a large interference effect since at this value the tvToterms in Eq. (5) are roughly comparable. If the second term in Eg. (5) is predominantly r~al, then we are ~litnessing constructive interference in the e -p data and therefore "Iould expect the e+p data to actually dip below the exponential term near t ~ -10(Bev/c)2.
We note that since a term uith exponential dependence in J:t can describe the experimental data out to It I .~ 4(Bev/c)2 to within a few percent, Eg. (4) is consistent with the fact that no significant interference effects have been observed at small momentum transfers. e.g., (Pl + P2 + P3) , then we would have·obta~ned the result that the a term in the amplitude had an asymptotic dependence on t similar to that of the lmTest order term, and therefore would be negligible.
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